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In this erratum, we would like to correct some inadver-
tent typographical errors as well as clarify an issue related to
the form of energy we used.

Typographical Errors:
1- Equation (25C): Kij ¼ bijklPk;l þ dijklek;l:
The correct equation is: Kij ¼ bijklPk;l þ dijklekl:

2- Equation (32): u¼A3þA4xþðd$f Þ
c eð$

x
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2x
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! "
:

The correct equation is: u¼A3þA4x$ðd$f Þ
c eð$

x
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2x
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4- Equation (39b):
u1 ¼ A13 þ A14xþ h1

c1
exp $ x
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! "! "
:

The correct equation is
u1 ¼ A13 þ A14x$ h1

c1
exp $ x

l1

! "
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:

The form of energy used and boundary conditions:
The total electric enthalpy density expressed in the main

paper has the following expression:

R ¼ 1

2
aklPkPl þ

1

2
bijklPi;jPk;l þ

1

2
cijkleijekl þ dijklPi;jekl

þfijklPiuj;kl $ ðe0Ei þ PiÞEi:
(1)

In a previous work of two of the authors,1 we also had an
extra term in the enthalpy density that ensures thermody-
namic stability of the total energy 1

2 gijklmnui;jkul;mn. This term
represents the contribution of purely elastic nonlocal effects.

Our motivation for excluding this term in the original manu-
script is that this contribution is generally found to be small,2

although, if flexoelectricity is incorporated, it is required to
guarantee thermodynamic stability. With this new term in
place, instead of the polarization continuity condition at the
interface, we use a variationally derived boundary condition
ððf1P1 þ g1u1;11jÞx!0 $ ðf2P2 þ g2u2;11Þjx!0Þ ¼ 0.

We have re-solved the bilayer problem with the new
energy function to test whether incorporation of the purely
nonlocal elastic term and the new boundary condition have
any major impact on the results presented in the original
manuscript. We find that there is no qualitative change in the
problems we studied. There is a very minor numerical
difference. For example, using a conservative estimate of
g ¼ 2:73 10$9N, we conclude that the bilayer leads to an
effective piezoelectric constant of 30% of bulk BaTiO3

compared to 23% in the main paper.
While the contribution of the nonlocal elastic term is

small for the problems studied in our original manuscript, it
is indeed possible that this term is important in other cases.
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